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LUCC reps elected for 2006-2007
trict last year, points out that
interest in LUCC waned in many
representatives last year, leaving
districts unrepresented.
Voting results for the LUCC
However, apart from apprerepresentatives of residential areas
hensions,
LUCC reps this year look
became official Monday night.
forward to taking advantage of the
Newly elected students will
opportunities that a student-run
serve as representatives for their
government provides.
residential district for the remainDuncan-Welke calls attention
der of the academic calendar year.
to
the
unique possibilities that
Reps attended their first LUCC
LUCC
offers.
“Very few colleges
meeting Wednesday morning.
have a campus government that
In contrast with officers, who
allows the student body to be
are elected in the second week of
as intimately involved in its own
Winter Term and serve through the
affairs as at Lawrence.”
same term of the following year,
He goes on to cite numerous
reps act as liaisons between LUCC
policies
that LUCC implemented
and the students of their district,
last
year,
including the addition of
representing residents’ needs in
co-ed by room housing in Sage and
LUCC meetings and reporting LUCC
the decision to lock dormitories
decisions to hall councils.
around the clock.
Each representative is meant
“At many other colleges, those
to serve approximately 100 studecisions would have been handed
dents. The student body is roughly
down from on high by the Dean
divided into seven districts based
of Students or some other comon residence.
pletely out-of-touch adminTwo representatives
istrator.”
serve each district, with
Other representatives
the exception of the quad
also look forward to their
district, which is reprenew duties. Sage rep Zach
sented by one student,
Becker hopes to help “create
and the Hiett/Ormsby
a more unified atmosphere
district, where responbetween the community
sibilities are shared by
council and the hall counthree students.
cils” and focus on issues
This year, the most
that will “affect the day-tocontested campaign was
day lives of Lawrence stuin the Hiett/Ormsby disdents.”
trict, where eight candiQuad rep Matt Yauch
dates competed for the
wants
to better represent
three available positions.
“the
voice
of the Quad” in
The
Colman/Brokaw,
LUCC. “I’m eager and excitTrever and Kohler disPhoto by Brandon Husband
ed to get the ball rolling for
tricts also saw competi- Left to right, Jay Dansand, Phil Roy and Adrell Bullock listen in at an LUCC
meeting.
the
Quad again,” he adds.
tion for positions.

Beth McHenry
News Editor

This year marks the second
year that each district’s representative seats have been filled.
Polling, Elections and Leadership
Committee chair Jay Dansand commented that the Quad district had
the highest voter turnout that he
can remember and that “turnout
this year speaks well for the trend
of student involvement.”
In the past, LUCC has had difficulty finding enough students to
fill all positions, and many students
are still questioning the commitment on campus toward Lawrence
government.
Newly elected Sage representative Jacob Ruben expresses some
concern about “student apathy”
regarding elections. He adds, “What
people might not realize is that
LUCC has a lot of power to improve
their experience here at Lawrence.”
Kohler representative James
Duncan-Welke, who also served as
LUCC rep for Colman/Brokaw dis-

Elected LUCC
Representatives:
Sage Hall District
Zach Becker
Jacob Ruben
Kohler Hall District
James Duncan-Welke
Dan Crouse
Trever Hall District
Peter Bennett
Alicia Bones
Plantz Hall District
Derrell Acon
Nicole Capozziello
Quad District
Matthew Yauch
Hiett/Ormsby District
Venee Galloway
Chris Hooper
James Eric Prichard
Colman/Brokaw/
Off-Campus District
Megan Bjella
Jeffrey Solberg

On the ballot for Nov. 7: Part one Fall Festival

WI candidates and referendums
Emily Passey
Staff Writer

Kagen and Gard come
to Lawrence for debate.
>> see page 2

Weather

Showers on Saturday
Cloudy on Sunday

Saturday

High 47
Low 34
Wind: N at 4 mph
Sunday (New Moon)
High 41
Low 30
Wind: NW at 15 mph
Source: weather.com

As Nov. 7 draws closer, it is
time to become educated if you
haven’t already done so. This week
we will look at the contested seat
for Wisconsin Congressional District
8 as well as three referendums that
will be on the ballot.
In the eighth congressional district Steve Kagen (D), an allergist
from Appleton, is competing with
John Gard (R), a State Assembly representative from Peshtigo. Both are
working to capture the congressional position vacated by Mark Green
(R), now running against democratic
Wisconsin Governor Jim Doyle.
The seat in northeastern
Wisconsin is a hotly contested one.
Nationally, it is ranked number 24
in a list of 60 competitive races. It
has been a republican seat for four
terms.
Because of this, Gard, who was
elected State Assembly speaker in
2003, has had support from big
names such as Senator John McCain
(R-Arizona), who visited Appleton
Oct. 16. First Lady Laura Bush is also
scheduled to appear at a rally for
Gard in De Pere Oct. 24.
Kagen, a self-made millionaire,
has paid for much of his campaign
himself. His website, kagen4congress.com, is full of statements of
gratitude and support from many
local people.
Kagen has the support of the
democratic leaders in the area,
including former eighth congressio-

nal district democratic congressman
Jay Johnson, and the chairs of both
the Brown County and Kewaunee
County Democratic Parties.
Kagen even boasts of having the
support of Gard’s hometown mayor,
Tom Strouf of Peshtigo.
As many Lawrentians learned
from the debate in Stansbury Theatre
Friday, Oct. 13, neither Kagen nor
Gard are situated too far to the left
or right. Here’s where the candidates
stand on the big issues according to
personal statements printed by the
Appleton Post-Crescent Sept. 14.
Health Care: Both Kagen and
Gard express concern with provider
cost and availability. In the state
assembly, Gard helped to pass a
proposal that would make provider
costs transparent.
Kagen, as a physician, believes
he understands people’s rights to
health care and vows to push for
standardized health care while in
Congress.
Energy: Again, there is little distinction between the concerns of
each candidate. Gard reminds us of
his work in Madison to reduce the
Wisconsin gas tax, and advocates
aggressive measures to reduce gas
prices. Yet, he is also concerned with
independence from fossil fuels and
foreign sources and environmental
impacts.
Kagen too believes in energy
independence and speaks more
about working towards finding
renewable sources of energy, and
conservation and efficiency.
Homeland Security: Gard and

Kagen express very similar opinions
of security. Gard declares the utmost
support for the Patriot Act, staying
true to his GOP roots.
Kagen is equally vocal and
believes in implementing all of
the recommendations of the 9/11
Commission in order to make the
country safe.
Both candidates acknowledge
the strength of terrorists and terrorism, and both take a stand against
fear and inaction.
Government Integrity: Both candidates have a clear understanding of the rules that the state of
Wisconsin has in place in terms of
ethics, which Gard calls some of the
“toughest ethics laws” nationally.
Gard worked in assembly to pass
laws in Wisconsin like the Contract
Sunshine Act, which enforces open
disclosure of any bids of major state
contracts.
Kagen makes an equally strong
case built on his experience as a
constituent and not a government
official. He advocates full governmental accountability and wants to
establish public funding.
In Congress, he wants to eliminate corporate influence and rein in
the relations between lobbyists and
Congress.
Taxes: Gard is most concerned
with well-paying, hometown jobs in
northeastern Wisconsin. He believes
that the taxes are unfair and he
helped reduce the tax burden on the

See Election on page 7

weekend
Alicia Bones
for The Lawrentian

Friday, Oct. 20, family and friends
of Lawrence students as well as LU
alumni will join Lawrentians on
campus, not for “mid-Oktoberfest”
beer and brats, but for Lawrence’s
annual Fall Festival.
The Fall Festival is Lawrence’s
version of Homecoming. Family,
friends, prospective students and
alumni come to campus to participate in a variety of activities to give
them not beer, but a slice of the
Lawrence life.
Events include a Lawrence
football game against Beloit, minicourses taught by faculty members,
and the Kaleidoscope Concert, in
which all musical ensembles of the
university will participate.
The Fall Festival has taken
place for almost 10 years. Dean
of Students Nancy Truesdell says
she receives a “positive response
from families” every year so they
continue the tradition.
She says if “family members
want to understand” life here at
Lawrence, the Fall Festival is the
way to do so.
The Kaleidoscope Concert is
unique to this year’s festival. The
concert includes performances
from all musical ensembles and a
few combined pieces.
Philip Swan, Associate Director
See Fall Festival on page 6
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Kagen and Gard debate for Wisconsin’s eighth congressional district

Candidates participate in televised debate from Lawrence campus
Nora G. Hertel
Staff Writer

It was impossible to miss the
enthusiasm that lined College Avenue
the night of Friday, Oct.13.
Political activists from Lawrence,
Appleton and even Wisconsin at large
withstood the cold to wave signs
reading “Kagen: Together, We Will,”

selves in the same arena and give the
district a view beyond the mud-slinging television ads that have been a
noticeable part of this campaign.
Within the hour-long debate the
candidates responded to several
questions—some formulated by the
sponsors, some offered by members
of the audience. Every response was
allowed a rebuttal, within which the

working state representative.
The questions posed by moderator Jeff Alexander, anchor and
reporter for WBAY-TV, included
immigration reform, pension protection, healthcare, global warming, No
Child Left Behind, the Patriot Act,
national debt and high rates of incarceration.
The candidates agreed on a num-

welfare reform law, W-2. As an experienced politician, he used his past
efforts to substantiate his claims for
the future.
In his response to this topic,
Kagen suggested ways to strengthen
the middle class and “ensure that
everyone has access to health care.”
Kagen returned to the issue of health
care throughout the debate and

After the debate, Gard and Kagen
meandered around the lobby greeting, shaking hands and reemphasizing their strongest points whenever
possible.
In an interview with The
Lawrentian, Kagen lamented the
omission of discussion on Iraq as well
as ethics and integrity in office; “two
deciding issues in this race.”

Photos by Nick Olson
Last Friday congressional candidates John Gard (R, left) and Steve Kagen (D, right) met for a televised debate in Lawrence's Stansbury Theatre.

or “Gard: Leadership with Results.”
The energy carried inside to
Lawrence’s Stansbury Theatre for the
live-broadcast debate between the two
congressional candidates. Democrat
Steve Kagen and Republican John
Gard are vying for Wisconsin’s eighth
district.
The theater was full and bustling with community members of
all ages and students from Lawrence
and beyond.
Daniel Suhr is a student from
Marquette who met to rally with college republicans from St. Norbert,
Oshkosh, Green Bay and La Crosse.
He explained, “This is the race that
everyone cares about because it’s the
most competitive.”
The debate was an opportunity
for the candidates to present them-

candidates presented their positions
on issues at hand and suggested topics from their own agendas.
In their introductions, Kagen and
Gard both mentioned the importance
of their roles as fathers, husbands
and Wisconsin residents.
Kagen, an allergist and doctor,
emphasized his experience as a physician listening to patients and likened
that to interaction with constituents.
He also jumped in with a list
of problems he hoped to address
including Iraq, ethics in Washington
policymaking, and public health.
Gard focused more on his personal rather than political image in his
introduction, describing his upbringing as a young boy on a dairy farm,
which taught him the values he now
employs as a family man and a hard-

ber of issues, though they clearly had
different views on how to deal with
them.
Regarding immigration, both men
insisted they do not support amnesty, with Gard emphasizing legal
immigration and Kagen suggesting a
“pathway to citizenship.”
There was some contention at
this point when Gard accused his
opponent of flip-flopping to appease
more voters near election time. Kagen
defended his position and said any
reports claiming he was contradicting
himself were lies.
The candidates took different
approaches to the discussion of
Medicaid, introducing tactics that
they used for the remainder of the
debate.
Gard cited his role in the state

offered to be the “Doctor in the
House.”
The issue of global warming
excited a more contentious exchange,
though the candidates did equally
acknowledge it as a problem that
must be addressed.
Gard once again cited his experience in office and his support of ethanol and wind energy. He firmly stated
that reform should be in the form of
encouragement and not mandate.
Kagen used this issue to draw a
strong correlation between Gard and
the current White House administration and its evident devotion to oil.
Kagen returned to this relationship on a number of occasions, calling for a representative who will hold
Washington government accountable.

Gard confidently stated, “People
had a chance to see that I’ve been
consistent in my views and values
and my opponent has not.”
Both campaigns seemed confident
in their presentation that evening and
in the rest of the election.
This was the first debate in a
series of four between the candidates.
The next debate is scheduled for Oct.
23 and will be filmed at the Radisson
in downtown Appleton.
Another will be broadcast live
from the WHBY-AM studio Oct. 25,
and the final debate will be webcast
from the UW-Green Bay University
Union on Oct. 26.
Elections are fast approaching
and efforts and arguments from both
sides are sure gather momentum as
Nov. 7, Election Day, draws nearer.

from Liverpool, who I was amazed
to learn had made it this far by
train all the way from Helsinki on
about five words of Russian.
Considering that I haven’t had
much luck getting around, even having studied the language, I couldn’t
understand how it was possible
for them to still be alive, let alone
happy, secure and unmugged.
Russia is not like the rest of
Europe, where English is an essential common language. My Belgian
classmates here speak immaculate English and can quote “Pulp
Fiction” and recall favorite episodes of “Full House” and “Third
Rock from the Sun.”
In most of Russia, English or
any foreign language is a rarity.
One hardly even sees our Roman
alphabet, save for an ad here and
there. Few Russians can actually
read it, and so they rewrite Western
words with their own alphabet.
This actually makes sense. Both

countries were at the center of
their own worlds for the better part
of the 20th century. English and
Russian were opposing languages,
splitting the world’s political, scientific and entertainment communities. Tourists to either country
usually came from the same sphere
of influence and knew enough of
the language to make out all right.
Russia also shares America’s
wide variety of ethnic minorities,
although where that developed in
the U.S. through immigration, in
Russia it’s from the enormous confederation of peoples under the
Soviet Union.
Even so, in both countries the
official language is a second one
for a significant part of the population, and thus more important to
learn than anything with a more
global reach.
And so it is that people in a
third of Asia and half of Europe
grew up learning Russian. It’s nice

having a common language to use
to visit all those places, but it’s the
only common language.
Never needing foreign languages also kills the confidence
to use them. Many Russians know
foreign languages pretty well, but,
like Americans, are too shy to try it
out when there’s a native speaker
around.
So even though it’s clear that
I’m foreign, and even American, the
moment I say something in Russian
I give up any chance of using
English. It’s more comfortable for
them to listen to my mistakes than
to make their own.
But for my English-only
Liverpudlian friends, it was clear
to anyone that it was going to be
English or nothing. And nothing
was mostly what they got. Frantic
waving and pointing ensued.
Irkutsk makes it even tougher.
Being so far away from any major
Asian or European city, there isn’t

much need for translation.
Then there’s the Siberian accent,
which isn’t so much about pronunciation as it is about speed – very,
very high speed. Siberians don’t
enunciate so well either, hardly
taking the time to get their mouths
around the words before snapping
them out.
They say it’s because of the
cold – everyone’s in a hurry to get
the conversation over with and get
inside.
Asking someone to repeat
something isn’t terribly popular,
either. Even people close to me, my
hostess included, get pretty impatient by the third time.
“This isn’t Norway,” she told
me once when I paled in shock at
her immense change in mood from
having to say the word for “protein” too many times.
No, it isn’t Norway; it’s a lot,
lot colder.

defense forced a fourth-down situation that resulted in an incomplete
pass and handed Lawrence their
fourth conference win of the season.
Billy Bodle led the defense with
13 tackles and Derek Micke’s defensive PAT won him Conference Special
Teams Player of the Week honors.
Lawrence’s
pass
defense
restricted Knox to 17 passing yards.
Freshman linebacker Matt Frelich,

who made the crucial block on the
extra point and forced a fumble in
the second quarter, was named to D3
Football’s Team of the Week for his
performance.
The not-so-attractive win saw
star running back Aljay Wren limp
off the field in the second quarter
with what turned out to be a seasonending knee injury.
Wren ends his short but stellar

season with 587 rushing yards and
an average of 5.6 yards per carry.
Wren won’t be the only starter missing action this Saturday, however.
Coach Chris Howard handed out
11 suspensions on Sunday to players for violating off-field team rules.
That decision cuts the Lawrence
playing roster down considerably for
this Saturday’s homecoming game
against Beloit.

Steppes Away: A Lawrentian’s Siberia
This isn’t Norway
Adam Berey
Staff Writer

Most of what we hear about
other countries tells of the amusing, charming or revolting differences that distinguish those cultures from our own. But when
traveling, it’s sometimes the similarities that surprise you and stick
in your memory.
One thing that Russians have
in common with Americans is not
knowing how to interact with foreigners.
It’s a rare American or Russian
that will accommodate by speaking
slowly, clearly, and using simpler
vocabulary, or even understand
that a visitor from another country
doesn’t understand the local ways
of doing things.
A few weeks ago I met two guys

Football

continued from page 8

conversion attempt, which has come
to be a Lawrence trademark.
Three quick Knox first downs
later, the Vikings found themselves
fending off the Prairie Fire on their
own 35-yard line. The Lawrence

The Buccaneers are 0-6 in the
conference but will not be an easy
opponent, especially considering the
circumstances. The game kicks off
at 1:30 at the Banta Bowl. It is Fall
Festival, Lawrence’s interpretation of
Homecoming, so do come out in support of the Vikings who have their
first winning record at this stage of
the season in 19 years.
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New professors on
Campus, Pt. III

Featured Athlete: Rick Moore
Freshman Rick Moore has been a catalyst for the Lawrence men’s soccer team this year. He leads the team in total points, highlighted by a
hat trick against Lake Forest late last month. Recently Moore scored
the only goal in the Vikings 1-0 win over Clarke College. Lawrentian
Sports Editor Peter Griffith asked Rick a few questions about soccer,
being a freshman and goalie fights.

Staff Writer

The Vikings are currently fourth in the MWC with three games left.
Since only the top four teams make the playoffs, these next three
games are crucial. What are the keys to picking up road wins at St.
Norbert and Grinnell, both playoff-bound teams?

Photo courtesy of Rick Moore

Do you ever get any crap from your teammates for leading the team in both goals and assists in your first year?
Actually, no one has really said much about me being a freshman and leading the team in points. Mostly, I get a “congratulations, good work.” The team expects more out of me, which keeps me competitive.
Steve Schnorr and Hunter Ryan have both been terrific in goal of late, combining for 270 straight minutes of shutout
soccer going into this weekend’s matchup with St. Norbert. Who would win in a no-holds-barred bare knuckles boxing
match?
Easy, Hunter.
What if they both had swords?
What a weird question. But I’d have to say Hunter. Steve’s Mohawk may even get scalped.

LU International Insights

Turkey: not just for eating anymore
Ayse Adanali
for The Lawrentian

This week Ayse Adanali, a
Lawrence international student, tells
us about her home country of Turkey.
What comes to your mind when
I say “Turkey”? I can hear you saying
Thanksgiving; sweet, juicy meat; feathers … I am actually talking about the
other one – the Republic of Turkey.
So where is Turkey? After reading The Lawrentian, go and stand in
front of a world map – my favorite
is on the second floor of Briggs. You
will see a bridge-like country among
Europe, Asia and the Middle East
which is surrounded by three seas:
the Mediterranean, the Aegean and
the Black Sea.
Turkey is the only secular democratic Muslim country among all the
Muslim countries in the world. It is a
land full of historic treasures from 13
successive civilizations spanning ten
thousand years.
The oldest known human settlement is in Catalhoyuk, and the first
church built by man – St. Peter’s
Church – is in Antioch, also known
as Antakya. St. Nicholas, also known
as Santa Claus, was born in Demre
on Turkey’s Mediterranean coast.
Noah’s Ark landed on Mount Ararat,
or Agri, and the last meal on Noah’s
Ark, a pudding of sweet and sour
taste known as “asure” is still served
throughout Turkey.
The Virgin Mary’s house where
she spent her last days, situated on
top of Bulbuldag (Efhesus), is considered a holy place for all religions.
Early Christians escaping from
Roman persecutions found shelters in
Cappadocia. Every year hundreds of
Christians make pilgrimages to these
places and many more in Turkey.
The Turks gave the Dutch the
tulip flower and introduced coffee
and cherry plants to Europe. Turkey is
noted for having one of the three most
famous and distinctive traditional cui-

other and are familiar with each
other – it makes for a much tighter
community.”
When asked about Appleton,
This week, April West inter- McGlynn replied that he loved how
viewed three more new professors many trees there are and how much
on campus – all working in different water there is.
departments of the university.
He said, “I enjoy the quiet life;
it is a much more conducive enviWen-Lei Gu, a new assistant pro- ronment for me to write than a big
fessor of violin in the Conservatory, city. I like having a place to think,
received her bachelor’s from the ride my bike or go for a swim.
Julliard School
That is why
of Music and
Appleton
her
masis great for
ter’s
from
me.”
the Mannes
As for his
College
of
interest in
Music.
creative writProfessor
ing, McGlynn
Gu is in the
said that he
final stages
has “been
of her D.M.A.
interested
in violin perin creative
formance at
writing, and
the Indiana
interesting
University
words, for as
Jacobs School
long as I can
of
Music.
Photo courtesy www.lawrence.edu r e m e m b e r ,
Her teachers Wen-Lei Gu, assistant professor of violin.
and college
include Yao-Ji
showed me
Lin, Dorothy Delay, Ida Kavafian how to go about that pursuit acaand Miriam Fried.
demically.”
Gu was brought up in a musical
McGlynn stated, “I want to help
family where both of her parents students see how a story functions;
were musicians. She was raised to be able to see what makes a
playing both violin and piano.
moment beautiful or a great moment
Gu says that she likes Appleton great. I want to show them different
very much and feels that students paths they can take with their emoat Lawrence
tions
and
University
drives, and
are extremely
then it is
intelligent and
up to them
eager to learn.
whether or
She likes being
not
they
at a small
take them.”
school where
R o n
she
feels
Peck, a new
the students
assistant
work together
professor of
and
receive
biology, is
immense suplightheartport from the
ed, funny
administraand
most
tion.
importantly,
“I feel that
strong
Photo courtesy www.lawrence.edu a
it is a privilege David McGlynn, assistant professor of English.
advocate for
as musicians to
the
Viking
perform and communicate to audi- Room. “I love the VR and I think it
ence. I hope to inspire students should never close,” he says.
to feel the same appreciation,” Gu
Peck attended Linfield College,
says.
a small liberal arts school in
She goes on to say that “teaching Oregon. He then went on to graduis tremendously rewarding and sat- ate and post-doctorate school at the
isfying; when a student improves it University of Wisconsin-Madison.
is the best gift
About
I could ask for.
his choice
I would like to
to teach at
help students
Lawrence, he
develop their
says, “The
talents to the
faculty and
fullest
and
staff here are
also hope to
very warm
be a good role
and friendly.
model through
[We are] very
my own perdedicated to
formances.”
getting betD a v i d
ter at what
McGlynn, assiswe do. We
tant professor
are always
of English, is
talking and
from Salt Lake
Photo courtesy www.lawrence.edu asking each
City,
Utah Ron Peck, assistant professor of biology.
other queswhere he got
tions, trying
his doctorate in literature and cre- to do a better job.”
ative writing. There he was also
“I want to challenge students to
the managing editor of the Western think about the world differently,
Humanities Review. He received his and to observe and think about how
bachelor’s in English and philoso- it all works together,” Peck added.
phy from University of California“I do want to make a difference.
Irvine.
I hope that 30 years from now some
About Lawrence, McGlynn said, student will feel the urge to contact
“It’s nice to be in a smaller place me and say thank you.”
where people actually know each

April West

Rick Moore's Vitals: Freshman engineering major hailing from Cary,
Ill.

Well, being a freshman, I have little experience in playoffs and this
kind of atmosphere. But I would have to say that we need to take
each game one at a time. Work hard in training and take that intensity into the game. We can’t react to the other team’s game. We need
to take our game to them and stay composed. If we can do this we
will secure a place in the playoffs.
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sines in the world.
horse rests today.
Bursa, Turkey is the homeland of
Writing was first used by people in
“iskender doner” or what you know as ancient Anatolia. The first clay tablets
gyro or “shorma.”
in the ruins of Assyrian Karum date
There are hundreds of beaches back to 1950 B.C.E. In 640 B.C.E., for
and marinas that have the “Blue the first time in history, the Lydian
Flag” – a European award for the best king in Aegean region of Turkey used
clean water on the Mediterranean and coins made of electrum. The first uniAegean Coast. Indeed, the name for versity in history is in Harran, Turkey.
the color turquoise comes from the
Tradition in Turkey says that a
clean sea color on the Aegean Coast stranger at one’s doorstep is considin Turkey.
ered God’s guest so he or she has to
There are approximately 9,000 be very well taken care of. I believe
species of flowers in Turkey, of which this is a good excuse to visit Turkey!
3,000 are endemic. In Europe there
are 11,500 species.
Istanbul, the
country’s most
populated city, is
the only city in the
world built on two
continents.
Anatolia,
the Asian part
$O YOU HAVE A
of Turkey, is the
birthplace of many
GREAT IDEA FOR A
historic legends
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such as Homer,
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Romance
According to
Patrick

Dealing with distance
and awkwardness
Dear Patrick,
You seem to have led a fairly
abysmal love life—what makes you
think you’re qualified to answer the
campus’ questions about relationships?
-The Lawrence Campus
Good
question,
Lawrence
Campus; thanks for your concern.
Also, way to be glib and dismissive
about my relationship history; I like
that. Here is what I perceive myself
as bringing to the relationship advice
table: a complete lack of pretension
and absolutely no delusions about
my own wisdom. Hell, I’ll share that I
had to spell check three of the words
in that last sentence.
Relationship advice is never about
finding an answer—it’s about hearing what other people have to say
and measuring your feelings against
that. I plan to be cavalier regarding
people’s feelings and offer overly
simplified solutions to complicated
problems.
My reasons for doing so are twofold. First, I hope to garner cheap
laughter from my fellow Lawrence
cynics (there are tons of you), and
second, I hope that the questioner
will have some sort of gut reaction
to my sloppy advice and use that to
examine his or her real feelings.
It’s tough love, only without the
Dr. Phil self-righteousness and without the Dan Savage politics.
Dear Patrick,
Why am I so awkward around the
person I’m interested in?
-The Lawrence Campus
Lawrence Campus, you’ve identi-
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fied this problem incorrectly. You
are awkward around everyone. Look
around—next time you talk to the
people you live with, the people you
take classes with, or any of the people you work with every day, take a
second and realize just how awkward
this interaction is.
Man, we’re awful. The only thing
that makes the whole debacle livable
is knowing that whatever interaction
I’m entering, the other participants
will be just as socially inept as I am.
So, Lawrence Campus, I say proceed without fear. Other people are
like bears—they’re just as awkward
around you as you are around them.
Get in there, tell a joke, mess up the
punch line, and then talk about your
inability to tell a joke. Works like a
charm.
Dear Patrick,
I’m having trouble with a longdistance relationship. I live on the
third floor of Colman and she lives
on the fourth floor of Trever. She
always wants to go to Downer and I’m
content eating at Lucinda’s night after
night. What can I do?
Long-distance relationships are
always hard. Ask anyone who’s been
in one—there’s just no skipping
through the tough parts. What seems
to be crucial to making these things
work is becoming part of the other
person’s world.
I suggest next time you make
it out to Trever that you become
friends with some of the people in
the building. This way you’ll know
who she’s talking about on your
next phone date. Oh yeah, the phone
date’s important too. If you just leave
the phone calls up to whimsy, she’ll
be hurt by how little you call or overwhelmed by how frequently you call.
Conventional wisdom tells us
that most long distance relationships
fail, so you have to stop and evaluate what you’re doing. You have to
be sure that it’s worth it. You have
emotional needs and putting them on
hold to maintain this relationship is a
huge commitment.
On the other hand, Trever is
really only five blocks away. In retrospect, let’s disregard my sensitive,
understanding tone. My advice? Eat
at the grill.
Do you have questions you’d like
Patrick to answer? Email him at
ehlersp@lawrence.edu

Guest Editorial

Voting reforms unwise, unfair
Jeff Solberg
for The Lawrentian

One basic right all citizens over
18 have in this country is the right to
vote. Without this right, our democracy could not function.
Yet, in the past few years, a number of representatives to the Wisconsin
Legislature have introduced legislation
that would reduce the ease of access
to this right for a number of people.
According to the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel, the Voter ID Bill
would require voters to show one
of three forms of ID: a Wisconsin
driver’s license, a military ID card,
or a Wisconsin Department of
Transportation-issued ID card.
Not only would a potential voter
have to present one of these forms
of identification when they register,
but also each time that they vote. As
a result, registered voters who have
voted their entire life in one ward
could now lose their right to vote.
The writers of the bill claim that
Wisconsin has rampant voter fraud,
especially in the 2000 and 2004 presidential elections. While it is true that
cases of fraud did occur, much of the

confusion surrounding the case has to
do with sloppy record keeping by the
municipality.
Secondly, Wisconsin shouldn’t
punish a large group of law-abiding
citizens to counteract the crimes of
a few. To do so would go against the
principle of innocent until proven
guilty.
This new law would also affect
college students. If a non-Wisconsin
student decided to vote here in
Wisconsin they would have to obtain
one of the above forms of identification, as an out of state driver’s license
wouldn’t work. As a result, even if a
student stays the summers on campus and lives on campus, they could
not vote there if they did not get a
new form of identification.
Of course, the writers of these bills
want this to happen. Conservatives,
for the most part, support these bills.
They also recognize that students
overwhelmingly vote for progressive
candidates. As a result, the writers see
these bills as a way to help ensure that
they stay in power.
Wisconsin should do away with
these un-American pieces of legislation and remember to grant all citizens their right to vote.
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Good ol’ daze at Lucy’s:

Memoirs of a dining service worker
Catherine Remmel
for The Lawrentian

utensils carefully with gloved
hands. I asked the question, “Any
casualties today?” “Not yet!” she
replied, giving me the corner eye,
with her plastic-clad hands held up
in front her like a surgeon who had
just scrubbed before an intricate
operation.
We were remembering the previous day, when a few “patients” had
been traumatized by falling off the
cart, having to be rewrapped. “I will
try to be careful, Doctor,” I said as
I grabbed the tray of rolled flatware
(knives, forks, spoons) to be distributed around the dining room.
As I restocked the muffins for
the breakfast buffet and finished
the settings for the lunch period, I
noticed the “surgeon” seemed deeply distracted. As she slowly continued wrapping cutlery while staring
out into the kitchen, I said, “You
seem rather lost in space today. Is
something on your mind?”

She said she was trying to develop a “career title” in the pursuit
of her future goals. We talked a
little bit about her plans to work in
the banking industry. She described
what she wanted to do and also what
she thought she would be expected
to do in the financial arena. She
talked about “helping the customers as well as helping the banking
institute” she had in mind, “with
planning for future investments.”
“I’ll ponder the situation with
my consultants and get back to you
with my diagnosis,” I said as she
finished her shift and departed for
the day.
That day after the lunch rush,
coworkers sat around the break
room discussing the future of the
“surgeon.” We decided we needed
to be strategic in the wording of
the title. “Hey, that could be one
of the words in her title!” someone
offered. “Yes, tell her to ‘plan’ to
use that word ‘strategic’ in her
‘financial’ endeavors.” Someone else
added.

The next day, the gloved surgeon was at it again. I was so excited
about the contribution of some ideas
for her title I startled her when I
rushed in. I said loudly, without a
greeting, “How about this?” She was
again staring, obviously contemplating the future profession.
As the flatware tumbled out
of the napkin and fell to the floor,
I laughed and shared my doubts
about her ever really working in
the medical profession as a surgery
technician. I then shared the “diagnosis” the staff had compiled. She
said, “That’s it! Financial Planning
Strategy Advisor!” (or something on
that order).
About three days later, our student worker announced she had
obtained a job at a bank (I cannot
remember where for the life of me).
They had hired her and were going
to pay for the rest of her education
toward the career goals she had in
mind, as long as she continued as
their employee. She was so proud.
We were so proud of her.

Guest Editorial

Student input valued in tenure review process
Veronica DeVore
Opinions & Editorials Editor

Judging from the numerous student organizations active on campus, it is clear that Lawrentians are
always looking for ways to have
their opinions and ideas heard. One
of the best and easiest ways to do
so directly affects the quality of
our education and requires no more
than filling out a short but extremely
important questionnaire.
The answers we provide help to
decide whether a professor receives
tenure, which establishes him or
her as a permanent and long-term
member of the university’s faculty. The American Association of
University Professors defines tenure
as “an arrangement whereby faculty
members, after successful completion of a period of probationary
service, can be dismissed only for
adequate cause … and only after
a hearing before a faculty committee.” From the university’s perspective, tenure provides Lawrence with

faculty whose research and teaching is protected from institutional
and interpersonal interference. This
guarantees both academic freedom
and long-term relationships among
accomplished professors, students,
and the university.
So why is student input so
important in the tenure process?
A faculty member who stands for
tenure, usually in his or her sixth
year, is evaluated on the basis of
teaching, scholarship and creative
activity, and professional service.
The tenure committee collects an
immense amount of data to evaluate the candidate, including personal statements, statements from
colleagues, and reviews from other
professionals in his or her specific
field. In the teaching category, however, the people who are best able to
evaluate a professor are those who
sit in their class every day, do their
assignments, and take their exams:
the students.
Surely every Lawrentian has a
favorite professor, a least favorite

professor, and a teaching style that
he or she prefers. While end-of-theterm course evaluations are a way to
express these preferences, they are
primarily for the instructor’s own
use and cannot be used by the tenure committee when a professor’s
performance is really put to the test.
For this reason, the committee sends
separate questionnaires to students
who have studied with the professor being evaluated. Although the
questions may look intimidating at
first, they are just guidelines and the
committee is interested in anything
and everything a student wants to
contribute. Each and every student’s opinion is taken into account
and valued immensely in the tenure
review process.
The next time you receive a tenure review questionnaire in the mail,
fill it out and know that your opinion
is really being heard. Chances are,
it will be one of the most important
and valued contributions you will
make to Lawrence during your time
here.

Kimchi and Coffee
Justin Eckl
for The Lawrentian

Chances are that upon receiving
your diploma you won’t be able to
walk into the NYSE and announce,
“I am a stockbroker.” But if you
can write a resume, you can land a
teaching job in Asia where you can
walk into a classroom and confidently announce, “I am an English
teacher.”
It’s easy to get a job teaching
English in Asia. Unfortunately, just
because a job is easy to get does not
also mean it’s easy to do. I’m not
sure about other Asian countries,
but in Korea your typical elementary
school-aged students will not respect
you simply because you are their
teacher.
Everything you’ve heard about
Asian kids being ultra-respectful to
authority is not true. Sure, at their
primary school where the teachers
carry wooden sticks, the students
are regular models of discipline. But

at their afternoon school, where I
and most other foreign ESL teachers
work, when the kids see you they
think it’s playtime.
I taught 11-13-year olds for a
year and my experiences with them
ran the gamut from deeply rewarding to deeply stressful. Despite the
fact that you are a foreigner to them,
most of them feel free to be themselves around you.
Some of them are such great
people that you wish you could
raise them as your own, while others
make you dread going into work the
next day. One thing I decided about
going back was that I didn’t want
to expend 80 percent of my energy
disciplining instead of teaching.
So I took some time and found
a job teaching college kids in Korea.
Though when I write “college kids,”
you should not automatically assume
that their English is terribly better
than the elementary school students
I was just slighting. The fact is
most of them are just taking your
class to help them pass their English

language requirement before they
graduate.
What I’ve been stressing about
lately is that you can’t pull the wool
over college students’ eyes the way
you can with younger kids. You can’t
fake being a teacher if everyone is
listening attentively to your every
word.
I’m not saying I was a terrible
teacher, but seven classes a day
makes you want to improvise a lot
to break up the monotony. So, for
the first time since becoming an
ESL teacher over a year ago, I am
doing some research and spending
some time thinking about how I
can put together a sort of personal
pedagogy.
Here’s today’s lesson, kids:
Don’t disparage Lawrence’s speaking-intensive requirement. There’s a
high probability that sooner or later
life will demand that you convey a
large amount of verbal information
to a room of adults. I’m preparing
for a year of it.
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Staff Editorial

Laundry machines wonderful, copy
machines need rethinking

PHOTO POLL :

Anyone who has had the privilege of using the new laundry machines
on campus can attest to the fact that they truly live up to all the hype.
The sophisticated card-swiping system is easy to use, checking on
laundry via the Internet is true luxury, and the efficient washers and dryers
do actually save students money. All in all, this is an excellent modification
to campus life.
On the other side of the coin, though, are the copy machines available
for student use. Up until this year, copies in the library and the union cost
5 cents each, which was a manageable rate comparable to those of large
copy centers such as Kinko’s.
This year, all of the copy machines were replaced, but not without also
doubling the cost of copies to 10 cents apiece.
The rationale behind this raising of rates is that the new copiers cause
fewer paper jams, so less money will be wasted. Although the old copiers
were no picnic, they certainly did not cause enough jams to make up for
doubling the cost of copies.
What’s more, the 10-cent charge is per side, which not only costs more
but also wastes precious resources. Students are not as likely to double
side copies since it no longer saves them money, which seriously undermines the campus-wide effort to conserve paper.
If the high cost of copies cannot be reduced, students should at least
have an alternative payment method available to them, much like the new
laundry system.
A card-swiping machine that draws copy money from a student
account or Viking Gold would make it much easier to pay for copies, especially since so much change is now required.
The new laundry system is extremely convenient and its efficiency
saves students money; however, the new charge for copies is exorbitant
and should incorporate a more student-friendly payment method.

“What is the weirdest thing you
have ever done with food?”

Dear Lawrentians,
I grew up in Wisconsin. I graduated from Lawrence (class of ‘77).
Although I live in England, I’ve always
been proud of my Wisconsin roots—
home to good people with open minds
and good hearts. When did equality
become a dirty word?
I was saddened to learn that the
legislature voted for a constitutional
ban on gay marriage and civil partnerships. If adopted, it posts a “gays
unwelcome” sign on Wisconsin’s borders.
I and my partner of 20 years
recently registered our civil partnership. Under British law, we are one
another’s next of kin and have the
same legal protections as married
couples, as well as the same obligations to support one another.
Who are we hurting? On the contrary, we care for one another and a
wide circle of friends (straight and
gay); my partner took care of thousands of people in her medical practice. Everyone we meet sees that we
are just an ordinary couple and our
family and friends in Wisconsin are
delighted that we can openly share
our commitment.
And who is going to be hurt by this
anti-minority initiative? Wisconsin. A
“no gays” sign at the borders means
a brain drain, which has enormous
consequences for the economy.
Businesses with a diverse workforce
cannot set up here. Entrepreneurs
aren’t exclusively heterosexual. You’ll
have fewer options when you graduate and are looking for a job.
I went on from Lawrence and
became a lawyer, practicing in
Wisconsin, defending the vulnerable
and the poor. When I left the state to

be with my partner, what happened
to my clients? My partner is a GP who
had an offer to join a rural practice
in Wisconsin, but couldn’t get a visa
because we couldn’t “marry”. Does
Wisconsin really have a surfeit of professionals willing to fill the gap?
And partners look after one
another. If you had an accident and
were unconscious, wouldn’t you want
the person closest to you making
decisions about your care? We do, too.
And though it’s impossible for you to
imagine life when you are old, think
of your grandparents. What if your
grandfather died, your grandmother
had no right to his pension and had
to sell the family home to pay estate
taxes? She becomes the so-called
“burden on society” even though her
partnership was in the black when her
partner died.
You’re probably reading this,
thinking, “What does this have to
do with me?” Well, when I was at
Lawrence, I thought that one day I
would find my life’s partner, but I had
no idea that she would be a she. But
when I was at Lawrence, I did know
that equality and civil rights were
precious things to be fought for and
never to be taken for granted. If you
don’t stand up for these values that
America stands for, who will?
If you’re not registered to vote,
register. If you’re registered at home,
get an absentee ballot. Vote No to
prejudice and alienation. Vote No on
the ban.
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Lawrence Late dresses up for the night
Jessica Vogt

“It was a little rough,” said
Baumgartner. “But we try not to
take the show too seriously.”
Maintaining this casual and
Three men in full tuxes sat
relaxed atmosphere, Lawrence Late
behind the mikes in the basement
has grown into a great collage of
studio at WLFM this past Wednesday
humorous skits, “fake facts,” guest
in the earliest early morning, chatinterviews and artists, and chill
ting about life and happenings at
music.
Lawrence University.
Past guests
This
is
have
included
Lawrence Late,
musicians Tom
the radio show of
Beneke, freshman
sophomore Drew
winner of this
Baumgartner,
year’s LU Live;
whose broadcast
Andre Juan and
runs from midGeorgi
Petrov,
night to 2 a.m.
also freshman LU
early Wednesday
Live performers;
mornings.
Skyler Silvertrust,
Baumgartner
coordinator
of
began Lawrence
SoundBoard; guiLate last fall in
tarist/vocalist
response to a
Harji Bedi; as well
poster calling
as random friends
for
students
and classmates of
interested
in
Baumgartner.
broadcasting on
Silvertrust
WLFM, owned by
and Bedi made a
Lawrence and
joint appearance
operated by stuPhoto courtesy of Rick Moore
on the show last
Nick Olson, Drew Baumgartner, and Matt Mohns tackle the issues at the forefront of Lawrentian life.
dents.
Tuesday
night
“It
just
They had technical difficulties during an interview segment feaseemed like it would be something
fun and interesting to do,” said with the phones during that show, turing SoundBoard.
The two emanated Lawrence
Baumgartner in an off-air interview and Baumgartner remembered asking listeners to call his cell phone.
Late’s chill attitude with the smooth
prior to last Tuesday’s show.
He would then have conversa- sound of keyboard, harmonica and
So, he recruited a few friends—
co-host Zach Olson and producer tions with them on air. Listeners, vocals.
“It’s never too late for music,
Matt Mohns—and obtained a late- however, could only hear his end of
man,” he said in the on-air internight timeslot and the then-fresh- the conversation.
Staff Writer

man started the venture.
“The first show we entered
with a one-and-a-half page outline,
thinking we’d have enough material,” Baumgartner reminisced.
“But then about 15 minutes in
we had to start begging for callers because we ran out of things
to say.”

Movie Review
"The Departed"
(2006) Dir. Martin Scorsese
Heath Gordon
for The Lawrentian

The only reason that Jack
Nicholson took his role as Irish mafia
boss Frank Costello in “The Departed”
was that Nicholson considered the
character to be the incarnation of
evil.
Also, Leonardo DiCaprio was
supposed to be filming “The Good
Shepherd,” but instead broke his contract so that he could play the role of
Billy Costigan.
What’s more, Matt Damon spent
several months working with the
Massachusetts State Police Department
in Boston, during which time he participated in drug raids and was taught
proper police procedure.
All of this adds up to a very smart,
tight and intense movie.
Be forewarned, there is blood in
this movie. However, every act of
violence is completely necessary and
the better part of the movie is spent
unraveling the tangled web between
the Massachusetts State Police and
the minions of Irish Mafia Boss Frank
Costello.
As a standalone gangster movie,
“The Departed” would do just fine.
What makes it a great movie is that it
comments on issues of race, religion,
and in some aspects, the war on terror.
The comments on race and religion are fairly obvious. We have a
priest who likes young boys, and at
one point we have a nun that had an
affair with Costello. The war on terror
will take a little more explaining. To
do this, we will have to go back to
“The Godfather.”
“The Godfather” is widely recognized as being a metaphor for
American capitalism. This was in the
back of my head when I walked into
the theater. However, this idea got
lost in a sea of cigarette smoke and

gunshots in the beginning of the film.
At this point I should give you a
brief rundown of the situation that
is created in this movie. There are
two sides: the good guys and the bad
guys.
On the bad side, there is an evil
man who no one on the good guy’s
side can seem to catch. Both sides
resort to dirty tricks and double
agents to accomplish their goals.
At some points we are well aware
of who is good and bad, and then
someone who we thought was on one
side comes out of the woodwork on
the other. There is a neutral party who
thinks she knows everything but ends
up getting screwed by both sides.
I won’t go so far as to say that this
whole movie is a metaphor for out
war on terror, but let’s take a look at
a few oddities.
First of all, it seems that the only
embellishments that anyone adds to
their wardrobe are either a cross or
any other religious paraphernalia or
a badge.
That is, until the chief of police—
the leader of the good guys—is wearing an American flag pin and later
says that he “loves the Patriot Act,”
even though he is still unsuccessful in
nabbing the bad guy.
As well, in a pivotal scene where
Costigan beats the crap out of a
mafioso, earning the trust of the bad
guys, there appears a “United We
Stand” bumper sticker on the wall
behind him.
In addition to this, Costigan has
two phones, a blue one, which he
uses to talk to the good guys, and a
red one, which he uses to talk to the
bad guys.
I suppose I could be reading too
much into this, but at the end, a rat
walks under a golden dome. If that
doesn’t scream, “Please read into the
images in this movie,” I don’t know
what does.
Watch this movie twice. That’s
really all that I have to say. It’s a little
bloodier than we all would hope, but
then again, so is the war on terror.

view.
In addition to real guests,
Lawrence Late also has a number
of fictitious guests who frequent
the show.
Sophomore Dieter Huneryager
was recruited last year to play characters invented by Baumgartner
and his writers Nick Anderson and
Zach Olson.
Last year, Huneryager played
the only member of the Lawrence
Foosball team, the Shower Peeper
and others.
“Most recently, I’ve been playing a guy living in the radio station
who’s actually married to the computer, DJ Tron” said Huneryager.
“DJ just admitted to an extramarital affair, so next week I’ll be
playing their marriage counselor,”
said Huneryager.
Lighthearted absurdity of this
sort combines with ingenuity and
spontaneity to form the core of
Lawrence Late.
The guys sit laughing and chatting in the station, surrounded by
old records and bumper stickercovered doors. It’s a show of personalities—the hosts, the characters and the guests have chemistry
behind the mikes, and something
about the 2 a.m. hour carries it over
the air to listeners.
Said Baumgartner on air just
before signing off, “Tune in or call
or stop by the station during the
show. We’d love to have you!”

Sounds Like

Warp Works and 20th-Century
Masters: Something New
Dan Willis
for The Lawrentian

So Warp records, the U.K.-based
titan of electronic awesomeness,
recently released an album with
music performed by the London
Sinfonietta entitled “Warp Works
and 20th-Century Masters.”
It’s a concept album, but not in
the way in which, say, the Beatles’
“Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band” or Pink Floyd’s “The
Wall” are, in which a common
story or theme runs through all
the songs.
The concept in this Warp recording flows from the juxtaposition
that is captured surprisingly aptly
as you read down the track listing.
The album offers works by such
20th-century concert music visionaries as Reich, Ligeti, Nancarrow
and Stockhausen packed right up
against prepared piano pieces by
Aphex Twin and an arrangement
of a song by the drill ‘n’ bass god
Squarepusher.
I would prefer to call the concept more of a background framework; the liner notes read, “The
relationship between human musicians and machines, both electronic
and mechanical, provide a kind if
idée fixe which runs through this
collection of music.” I couldn’t have
put it any better, or more pretentiously.
A highlight of the album, a
Kenneth Hesketh arrangement of
the Aphex Twin song “Polygon
Window,” serves as an excellent
microcosm of the album. The
arrangement is written for two pianos, a violin and 100 billion percussionists.
A big part of what makes Aphex
Twin so unique and effective is that

Richard D. James is an electronic
sound junkie. He creates much of
his own hardware and software
in order to craft his alien blips,
farts, squeals and haunting melodies just the way he hears them in
his bizarre mind.
Thus, the acoustic treatment
presented here loses much of the
effect created by Aphex Twin’s
meticulous sound manipulation.
Also, the tempo was cut nearly in
half, presumably because of the
fact that it is physically impossible
for humans to play percussion as
fast as Richard D. James programs
it.
So the breakneck hellscape
beats – consisting of twittering,
otherworldly snare drums and a
hi-hat so tight that it could only
be duplicated in the physical world
by an obsessive compulsive, manic,
beastly automaton hopped up on
1000 mg of caffeine with calves
twitching as fast as bees’ wings – of
the original recording translate into
a simple, jaunty disco beat.
Now, don’t get me wrong, jaunty disco beats are interesting and
refreshing to hear coming out of
the concert hall, but if you are
going to do justice to the genius of
Aphex Twin, you’ve got to be bringing something radically progressive
to the table.
But hey, props for the mere fact
that this project was attempted
– that’s pretty cool. The fact that
people are recognizing electronic
music as genuine art music and not
some perverted hang-up of hermit
internet addicts is a sign that electronic music – at least the good
stuff – is starting to take its rightful
place in the realm of “high art.”
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Fall Festival

continued from page 1

of Choral Activities, says this
will be “the first time all musical
ensembles will hear each other
in one snapshot.”
The Kaleidoscope concert
is Saturday night at 8 p.m. at
the Appleton Performing Arts
Center. Other concerts this
weekend include the Forgotten
Peoples choir concert Friday at 8
p.m. in the Memorial Chapel and
“Note to Self,” a student a cappella group, at 10 p.m. Friday in
the Underground Coffeehouse.
Along with the concerts, a
highlight of the weekend should
be the mini-courses. Mini-courses are similar to actual Lawrence
classes and are taught by
Lawrence faculty. Truesdell says
they have professors from all disciplines so parents and friends
can experience the “classes their
student takes.”
One of these courses, called
Italian and Gelato: Your Very
First Lesson in Italian, is taught
by Patricia Vilches, associate
professor of Spanish and Italian.
Along with student Marissa
Vallette, Vilches will introduce
the Spanish department and
Spanish language club ¡Viva!, and
then teach attendees “the first
notions of Italian language.”
Vilches adds, “I hope that
some people will go to Italy so
they can ask for gelato in Italian
while there.” Italian and Gelato
will take place in 401 Main Hall.
All mini-courses are scheduled
for Saturday at 9:30 a.m. and
take place in various campus
locations.
Many sporting events and
sports-related activities will also
occur this weekend. For alumni,
Friday marks the Blue and White
Dinner, at which exceptional college athletes are inducted into
the Hall of Fame.
The women’s volleyball team
plays Beloit College Saturday
at 11:30 a.m. in the Alexander
Gym.
Finally, Sunday there will be
a 5K Fun Run beginning in the
Downer parking lot at 8:30 a.m.
and an alumni baseball game at
9 a.m.
Some students also plan to
get into the action. Jessie Arlen,
a freshman, says her parents and
older brother are coming for the
festivities and she will be singing
in the Kaleidoscope Concert with
the Lawrence Jazz Singers.
Marra Thompson, a fifth-year
senior and her sister, Kristen
Thompson, don’t have family
coming up, but Kristen says in
regards to her sister, “I still have
her.”
With such variety in events
and so much curiosity throughout the school, there is something for everybody planned for
the Fall Festival.

25¢
Personals
Dear Nicholas I await with bated breath
the remaining elements.
~High Priestess of the
Life Berry~
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Bjella returns from stint in Lithuania
Elena Amesbury
Staff Writer

Regina Spektor
at the Majestic
Theatre
Paul Karner
Rock Columnist

The unabashed roars of the
crowd at Madison’s Majestic Theatre
seemed almost a bit unwarranted
as Regina Spektor took the stage
Tuesday night. Just over five feet
tall, the anti-folk princess smiled
as she silenced the unruly audience
with an a cappella rendition of her
song “Eight Miles High” from her
2002 album “Songs.”
Sporting a glittery pink belt and
red suede boots, Spektor took to her
piano with the command of a veteran performer—a testament to her
years of classical training—without
losing a bit of her cute down-toearth persona.
The audience was all starry-eyed
as they echoed each of her smiles
and giggles almost to the point of
absurdity.
Still, it was hard to resist the
charm of the Russian-born piano
virtuoso tossing pretension to the
wind with her simple songs and
sweet nuances.
Her performance of “Poor Little
Rich Boy,” in which she played piano
with her left hand and banged out
the beat on a chair next to her, was
a remarkable moment in the set. She
picked up her guitar and started to
smile as she strummed. “If I keep
a straight face you won’t realize I
suck at guitar,” she said.
Regina has long been known for
her vocal acrobatics, which were
nonetheless extraordinary in her
live show. Mixed into her sweet
melodies were hiccups and stray
falsetto notes—much akin to artists
like Björk and Tori Amos. The solo
portion of the set laid bare much of
Regina’s subtle quirks, allowing her
playfully fluent musical language to
stretch its arms.
For the second half of the set
Regina was joined by her band—a
homely group of backup musicians
that seemed to drown out more than
they added. While certain songs—
like the deep looming “Aprés Moi”
and the schizophrenic rant titled
“***”—deserved the added oomph
of the band, much of Regina’s characteristic charm seemed to take a
back seat to the spectacle of the
live show.
Many of the songs Tuesday night
came from Regina’s new album
“Begin to Hope” (2006, Sire)—a
record that contains some of the
singer-songwriter’s most mature
songs to date.
Her seemingly reckless abandon
with regards to sounding clean and
polished takes shape in a much
more purposeful way on “Hope.”
Her tendency to move through different musical styles has become
much more focused and apparent
than her previous recordings.
Spektor returned to the stage
for what became a 20-minute encore
without the band as if to bring the
audience back into her quaint little
musical world. With the houselights
up for the majority of the show,
and Regina’s piano set right at the
tip of the stage, there was a feeling of sincerity and intimacy that
even the dancing drunks seemed to
recognize.

Earlier this month, Concert
Choir and Chorale lacked a conductor for almost two weeks. Rick
Bjella, Director of Choral Studies,
had flown to Lithuania.
He was there to guest conduct Polifonija, a professional choir
based in Siauliai, one of the larger
cities in Lithuania.
The conductor of Polifonija,
Gediminas Ramanauskas, heard
Concert Choir and Women’s Choir
perform in Omaha this spring as
a part of the American Choral
Directors Association division convention.
He was blown away and
approached Bjella to invite him to
conduct his choir.
“At first I thought it was a
joke,” laughed Bjella, remembering
how strange he thought the request
was at the time. But Ramanauskas
was serious, and soon they had
some tentative dates planned for
the visit.
Ramanauskas had recently
begun conducting Polifonija,
replacing the previous conductor

who had been there for nearly 25 in Kelme, then traveled to Kaunas
years.
and Vilnius, the nation’s capital,
Bjella
believes
that before heading back to the choir’s
Ramanauskas’ goal in his new home in Siauliai.
role as conductor is to expand the
The concert in Vilnius was one
knowledge
of the more
and ability
memorable
of the group
moments
by introducfor Bjella.
ing
inter“The chonational
rus sang at
music. The
a very high
best way to
level,” he
accomplish
recalled.
this goal is
“There was
to host guest
an immediconductors
ate standfrom around
ing
ovathe world.
tion, and I
Bjella
think there
compiled a
were three
repertoire
U.S. ambasof
music
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Photo by Kristina Nockleby there, and
C e n t r a l Director of Choral Studies Rick Bjella recently returned to
they raving
and South Lawrence after directing the group Polifonija in Siauliai, Lithuania. about the
America for the choir to sing. The concert afterward.”
music represented six languages
After the performance, the
including Inuit, Portuguese, English members of the chorus went to a
and Spanish.
supermarket nearby and bought
The choir had only three days food to take on the bus home. It
of rehearsal with Bjella before they was a sort of a “party atmosphere,”
performed. They started their tour as Bjella called it.

In conducting Polifonija, Bjella
noticed differences in the singing
technique and style of the chorus.
“The influence of the Russian
culture makes for aggressive, forced
music. They do it very well, but the
lyricness of Shenandoah becomes
more difficult to transmit.”
Lithuania declared its independence from the Soviet Union in
1990, so the Russian influences are
still quite strong.
Bjella had a translator to ease
the language barrier but besides
that, cultural differences were not
that huge.
Half the choir smoked, everyone
considered coffee breaks essential and the women dressed a bit
classier. They were not extravagant
in color or material items, Bjella
noted.
He commented that “they are
a reserved people. The idea of
presenting music which was quite
emotional took awhile.”
Once back in Appleton, Bjella
continued to prepare for the
Forgotten Peoples and Kaleidoscope
concerts, this Friday, Oct. 20 and
Saturday, Oct. 21, respectively.

Conservatory comes together for Kaleidoscope Concert
Alex Schaaf
for The Lawrentian

Saturday, Oct. 21, the students
of Lawrence and the community
of Appleton will have the rare
opportunity to enjoy the talents of
almost every music student in the
Conservatory at the Kaleidoscope
Concert.
This musical extravaganza will
be held at 8 p.m. at the Appleton
Performing Arts Center. The concert
will feature 16 different student
ensembles in a condensed, 75-minute show with no intermission.
The ensembles will use the main
stage, the orchestra pit, eight side
balconies, the main floor and the
grand balcony to perform the concert in one single set. Each ensemble
will perform one song, and the final
song will include all the ensembles.
Fred Sturm, Kimberly-Clark
Professor of Jazz and Improvisational
Music, is the brains behind this

Election

continued from page 1

middle class by $1 billion during
his time in the state assembly.
Kagen, on the other hand,
speaks mostly of reforming tax in a
way that asks that the wealthy pay
more. He calls for fair taxation and
simplification of the tax code.
Stem Cell Research: In general,
the candidates toe the party line on
this issue. Gard is somewhat more
liberal than many republicans in
that he supports adult stem cell
research and umbilical cord blood
research, which he calls ethical
medical research.
Gard worked to support medical research at UW-Madison and
helped pass a bill that put $2.5
million into Alzheimer’s research
at UW-Madison. He does not support cloning.
Kagen, on the other hand,
believes that the cure is the most
important thing, having had experience dealing with patients and
families of patients who personally
suffer. He calls himself “proudly
pro-cure” and very much advocates

massive operation.
Describing the different effects
of this concert, Sturm said, “We
hope to appeal to new audience
constituencies – folks that may have
never attended a Lawrence performance.”
He also described the opportunity as positive for those here at
Lawrence. “We see Kaleidoscope as
a wonderful opportunity for those
of us in the Conservatory to hear
what all of our musical peers are
doing,” said Sturm.
Sturm got the idea for the
Kaleidoscope Concert from his musical mentor in New York, Rayburn
Wright. Lawrence put on a similar
program about 10 years ago on a
much smaller scale, but this is the
first time something of this size has
been organized.
Rick Bjella, director of the
Concert Choir and Viking Chorale,
enthusiastically endorsed the idea.
“The talent of the Lawrence
the use of stem cell research.
Immigration: Gard takes a
decidedly right-wing approach
to immigration, calling for up to
15,000 border security guards to
control the Mexican border. He also
opposes amnesty.
Kagen acknowledges the
achievements of immigrants in
our country but cites the stress
that uncontrolled immigration has
place on health care, taxes and the
economy. He believes in border
security, but does not specify what
that entails.
The War in Iraq: Gard advocates
a bipartisan approach, an idea that
more and more Republicans are
working with. He believes we must
support the troops in Iraq but work
hard at bringing them home.
Kagen expresses a strong view
on extremism, believing that it
must end all over the world. He
calls on the people to elect tough
leaders who will declare victory and
remove the U.S. from the turmoil
of what he calls the 1000-year-old
Iraqi civil war.
Economy: Gard expresses concern about the strength of businesses in northeastern Wisconsin
and worked to ensure this strength

Conservatory is so broad, with just
a wide-sweeping array of different
things that are happening on a daily
basis,” said Bjella.
“Once we agreed on the scope
of the program and agreed upon a
date, it took us about six months to
coordinate the full range of forces
engaged in the project,” said Sturm,
speaking of how difficult it was to
coordinate the project.
“The ensemble directors have
been working together to work out
all of the logistical issues, which
were considerable,” remarked Bjella.
“The teachers have also been doing
amazing things to help prepare students for this event.”
Phillip Swan, director of the
Women’s Choir, also praised the
event. “The exciting thing about the
concert is that it’s the first time that
the Conservatory has featured all of
the major ensembles in one concert
setting.”
“It’s going to be great for the
in the state assembly.
He wants the economy here to
be strong enough to compete in a
global economy. He also worked on
tax reforms that led to job expansions in northeastern Wisconsin.
Kagen is concerned with keeping jobs at home, citing the fact
that many manufacturing jobs in
northeastern Wisconsin have been
shipped overseas. He believes that
Congress should work to close the
tax loopholes that enable large corporations to ship labor-intensive
jobs overseas.
Kagen wants Congress to work
on legislature that will reward companies who create more and higherpaying jobs here in the U.S.
While the candidates are at
odds over some of the large issues,
it seems that both can also agree
in many aspects. Whoever wins on
Nov. 7 may do so by only a slim
majority.
According to a poll conducted by political consulting firms
RT Strategies and Constituent
Dynamics Oct. 8-10, the people
voted 48 percent to 46 percent—
plus or minus 3 percent—in favor
of Kagen.

audience because they get to see
kind of a snapshot of what is happening with Lawrence ensembles in
one evening, and hopefully it will
generate some interest in the community,” Swan said.
“It will also be good for the
students to see each other in their
settings. Because of the busy schedules, a lot of times students don’t
get an opportunity to see each other
perform.”
Children from the Lawrence
Academy of Music will also appear
in the concert. President Jill Beck
will give the opening welcome.
The concert will end with Dean
of the Conservatory Robert Thayer
conducting the entire Kaleidoscope
cast in “Make Our Garden Grow,”
the finale from Leonard Bernstein’s
“Candide.”
The concert promises to be a
rare chance to take in the tremendous talent of our Conservatory.

There are three other important
issues for voters to consider before
going to the polls.
In Appleton, the smoking ban
is again going to public referendum. This time voters are asked to
decide whether or not 56 bars in
Appleton should be exempt from
the ban.
On the ballot at a state level
are two referendums, one of great
importance and one which has
been little talked about.
The referendum to make civil
unions and same-sex marriage illegal will be decided Nov. 7. It has
been hotly contested.
Also, there will be a referendum about the reinstitution of the
death penalty in Wisconsin in cases
of first-degree murder and cases
backed by DNA evidence.
However, this issue is only on
the ballot so that lawmakers in
Madison may gauge the popular
feeling before really looking at this
issue more in depth in coming sessions.
Next week: The gubernatorial
race and the race for the 57th state
assembly district.
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Vikings pull off 8-6 win over Knox
Phil Roy

Associate Sports Editor

Vikes, More
Vikes!
with Peter

Griffith

Sports Editor

Potpourri for
100 please, Alex
Maybe I’m just a LU sports geek,
but the Arizona Cardinals’ Monday
night collapse vividly reminded me of
a certain NCAA DIII basketball tournament game three years ago.
Just in case you missed it, Arizona
blew a 20-point lead in 22 minutes to
the Chicago Bears, arguably the best
team in the NFL. Chicago had gone
down big to an inferior team and
used their signature defense to bail
them out.
In 2004, a young grinder from
Wauwatosa named Chris Braier had
managed to lead the Lawrence basketball team to a MWC title and two
improbable NCAA tournament wins.
The Vikes were favored to beat
Sul Ross State in the Sweet 16 but
found themselves down by 18 with
fewer than 12 minutes to play. That’s
when Kyle McGillis’ signature defense
kicked in.
In what would become one of
my favorite sports memories ever:
McGillis’ 13 points, eight boards and
four steals helped LU erase the deficit
in a stirring comeback, sending Sul
Ross back down to Texas. That set
the stage for a heartbreaking onepoint loss to the eventual national
champions, UW Steven’s Point.
The parallels, while meaningless,
are striking. Both games featured a
superior team from the Midwest facing a shocking blowout loss to a team
from the southern desert (Sul Ross is
in Abilene, Texas). And both times
gritty defense saved the day. Brings a
tear to my eye just thinking about it.
*		

*

*

Don’t look now, but Lawrence
football is starting to turn the corner.
The Vikings are 4-3 on the season, and have league basement-dwellers Beloit College coming to town this
weekend for homecoming.
Should LU get past the Buccaneers
on Saturday, they would need to win
only one of their two remaining games
to get the infamous “1987” goat off
of the team’s collective shoulders and
finish with a winning record.
After Beloit the Vikings travel to
Waukesha to face off with Carroll
before returning home for LU’s season-closing showdown with archrivals Ripon. Better dead than red, LU
fans.
Oh, and remember: Despite what
you read in “The Hipster Handbook,”
you can still brag about Lawrence’s
prestigious academics to all your
friends, even if the football team is
winning again.

The Viking football team made
the long trip down to Galesburg,
Ill. for what would prove to be a
tense, low-scoring affair with Knox.
Lawrence headed into the game with
a 2-3 conference record, looking to
pull to even .500.
The game started slowly with the
Prairie Fire putting together the only
threatening drive of the first quarter,
moving the chains three time to take
them to the Lawrence 29.
The Viking defense stayed true,
however, as Knox went on to turn the
ball over on a long fourth-down pass
attempt.
In the second quarter, the Viking
offense continued to struggle, this
time giving up the ball on a fumble by
quarterback Nick Maxam. The costly
turnover left Knox with just 11 yards
to cover and despite a gutsy defensive effort, the Prairie Fire managed
to put up the first points of the game
four plays later.
The Vikings special teams then

came up with what would be the
game’s decisive play as freshman
Matt Frelich blocked the extra point
attempt which was swooped up by
the “dangerous Derek Micke” and
returned for a two-point defensive
PAT.
The Vikings forced a fumble later
in the quarter but the offense was
unable to convert it for points, leaving
the score at 6-2 at the half.
The third quarter was quite a
dreary affair with the punt
unit getting the call at the
end of every drive.
Viking hopes began to
fade at the start of the
final quarter after backup
QB Tyler Ankney turned
the ball over on a fumble
in the red zone at the end
of Lawrence’s most promising drive of the threequarter-old game.
Lawrence’s defense
then created another
opportunity, however,
forcing the three-and-out
and bring the offense back

Women tie Clarke
Ted Johnson
Staff Writer

Sat, Oct. 14 the women’s soccer
team took on Clarke College in a
physical, injury-plagued match that
ended in a 1-1 draw.
The score does not reflect the
energy exerted by the Lawrence
squad, even on a dismally cold day.
It was the first draw of the season for
the Vikings.
In the first half, Lawrence asserted
its dominance in terms of possession.
Elizabeth Melzer and Alison Blegen
were well involved in the ball movement through midfield, and early in
the game Jackie Bean found a good
opportunity to score from a Blegen
pass.
Ashlee Moore had set the play up
for success with an incredible through
pass to Blegen. Bean blew past the last
defender once she acquired the ball
but missed the shot.
Senior midfielder Beth Shaker
became active in the first half, not

on to the field on Knox’s 37.
Ankney converted on a fourthdown pass attempt a few plays later,
putting the Vikings on the 10-yard
line with a full set of downs.
The quarterback from Lindenhurst,
Ill. connected with Dominique Lark in
the end zone three plays later to give
the Vikings the two-point lead, which
was followed by a failed two-point
See Football on page 2

Staff Writer

Riding a three game win streak in
which the Vikings didn’t allow a goal,
the Men’s Varsity Soccer Team aimed
to continue their scorching hot defensive streak coming into Saturday’s
matchup with Clarke College. With
ample time to rest the Vikes seemed
to have the upper hand. They didn’t
disappoint.
Freshman goalkeeper Steve
Schnorr got the call as the Lawrence
hoped to continue to keep opponents
from rippling the mesh. Clarke began
hammering early, throwing 4 serious

scoring opportunities on goal in the
first half. As they have all season,
Viking midfielders showed their prowess creating quick counter attacks on
smart distributions from goal.
Of course, from success with
ball control comes offensive success,
a trend Lawrence started in the first
half and carried over to the second. By
throwing 10 first half shots on net the
Vikings set the tone early and stuck
with it.
Sophomore Hunter Ryan
took over in goal for the second half
with Clarke still scoreless and the
streak still intact.
In the 70th minute Lawrence

*

*

I would like to apologize for a
comment I made last week in this
column. I took a joke regarding
Yankees pitcher Cory Lidle’s death
too far. It was in bad taste, and I
hope my loyal readers will forgive
this lapse in judgment. I apologize
to anyone who I have offended, and
especially to the friends, family and
fans of Cory Lidle.

Phil Roy

Associate Sports Editor

The Lawrence women’s tennis
team competed in the Conference
Doubles and Singles Championships
held in Madison last weekend.
The Vikings finished third in
the North Division, one win short of
making it to the Conference Team
Championships held this weekend.
Viking No. 1 Susan Klumpner was
knocked out of the main bracket
but fought through the consolation
bracket to take the consolation title.

Oct. 14
Lawrence			
Knox 			

8
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Volleyball
Oct. 14
Lawrence 		
Knox 			

3
0

Lawrence 		
Lake Forest 		

0
3

Oct. 12
Lawrence 		
Marian 			

3
1

1
0

Women’s Soccer
Oct. 14
Lawrence 		
Clarke 			

deadly accurate indirect free kicks.
Though Follett deserved at least
two or three assists, Lawrence strikers
could not capitalize.
However, Blegen recorded a setpiece assist when Amelia Lerch netted
her corner kick with one touch, tying
the game at one goal apiece.
The sec- ond half wore on
seemingly in slow motion, as players from both teams began to feel the
effects of the numbing cold weather.
Injuries mounted up, and more than
three times the LU trainer made an
appearance on the field.
Most devastating for Lawrence
was the loss of wingback Nicolette
Riggins, who tore her ACL and left the
field on the cart.
An overtime period came and
went, but neither team could find a
way to score.
Lawrence’s record is now 3-8-1
overall. Next up for the Vikes is a
short trip to De Pere to face off
against St. Norbert on Saturday.

defenders got all they needed from
frequent net-finder Rick Moore, this
time coming off the bench and birthing
scoring opportunity after opportunity.
Mid-fielder Nick Dufficy’s
tremendous ball distribution finally
paid off when Moore found the back of
the net from a Sports Center Top Ten
worthy pass.
The Vikings prevailed 1-0
with Hunter Ryan and Steve Schnorr
combining for the shutout, increasing their total dominance of opposing
offenses to 360+ minutes.
The Vikings next travel to St.
Norbert College for a Saturday matchup with the Green Knights.

Viking women finish 5th
*		

Football

Oct. 14
Lawrence 		
Clarke 			

Men’s soccer records 4th straight shutout
Kyle Dallman

scoreboard

Men’s Soccer

Photo by Kristina Nockleby
Senior Tiffany Orcholski goes for the kill while senior Katie
Smith looks on.

only by speeding down the left side
with the ball but also by pressuring
defenders that possessed the ball.
However, she temporarily left the
game after being struck by either the
ball or a player, which gave her what
appeared to be a bloody nose. It would
be one of the first of many injuries.
Unfortunately for the Vikings,
Clarke scored when Melissa Mennig
tapped in a penalty kick that LU keeper Candice Gangl couldn’t quite stop
in the 14th minute. No more goals
were scored by either team for the
remainder of the half.
In the second half, Lawrence tightened their grip on the ball even more,
and the reward was a series of opportunities to score.
Ashlee Moore relentlessly made
smart passes and moved quickly all
over the field, unfettered by defenders.
And time and time again, sophomore
sweeper Amanda Follett brilliantly set
up her teammates with chances to
score from swerving, bending and

Lawrence University

No. 2 Hanah McCarthy “bagled”
her first opponent before falling in
a three-set semifinal encounter. Lisa
Ritland took the consolation title at
the No. 3 spot, No. 4 Tara Lahtinen
had two wins before falling in the
semifinals, and No. 6 Gulsan Inal
made it to the quarterfinal stage.
Emily Dalton, who Lawrence’s No.
5 spot, rolled through her first two
opponents before dropping the decisive third set to the eventual champion at that position.
In doubles action Saturday,

1
1

Cross Country
Oct. 14
Wisconsin Private Schools
Championships
Men 6 of 7
Women 6 of 12

standings
Football

MWC

O’all

Men’s Soccer

MWC

O’all

St. Norbert
Illinois College
Monmouth
Ripon 		
Lawrence
Carroll 		
Lake Forest
Knox 		
Grinnell 		
Beloit 		
Beloit 		
Grinnell 		
St. Norbert
Lawrence
Carroll 		
Lake Forest
Illinois College
Ripon 		
Monmouth
Knox 		

6-0
5-1
5-1
5-1
3-3
2-4
2-4
1-5
1-5
0-6

6-1-0
5-0-2
5-1-0
4-2-0
3-2-1
2-3-1
2-3-0
1-6-0
0-4-1
0-6-1

Women’s Soccer MWC

7-0
5-2
5-2
5-2
4-3
2-5
2-5
2-5
1-6
1-6

7-2-1
7-2-4
10-2-1
8-5-0
4-7-2
5-5-1
2-8-2
1-12-0
4-6-2
2-8-2

O’all

Grinnell *
7-0-0 10-2-1
St. Norbert
5-1-0
7-5-0
Carroll 		
5-1-0
7-5-0
Lake Forest
4-2-0
6-6-0
Monmouth
3-2-0
8-3-1
Beloit 		
3-4-0
6-5-0
Illinois College
2-3-0
5-7-0
Lawrence
1-5-0
3-8-1
Ripon 		
1-6-0
3-9-1
Knox 		
0-7-0 1-11-1
*—Clinched MWC tournament
berth

Volleyball

MWC North
Beloit
Carroll 		
St. Norbert
Ripon 		
Lawrence

MWC
6-1
6-1
4-3
4-4
2-4

O’all
17-8
12-11
17-8
12-13
8-21

Statistics are courtesy of
www.lawrence.edu and
www.midwestconference.
org and are current as of
October 18, 2006
Lawrence’s No. 1 and 3 pairs lost in
the second round, and the No. 2 duo
of McCarthy and Lahtinen fell in the
semifinals.
The Vikings piled up 38 points
to give them the fifth-place finish, 10
more than Carroll College, who took
sixth in the overall rankings.
First-year coach Ross Anderson
ends his first season with an impressive 9-6 record (2-2 MWC).
The Vikings will return all their
starters at the No. 1-6 singles positions next year and all but one of its
starters in doubles competition.

